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49Renewed dedication and effort at the national,.
regional and international level is required
to overcome the intolerable situation

which hundreds' of millions of people find'ihemselves.
T e planetary dimensions and the unjust social
a human implications of-illiter y challenge

conscience Of the world.-

Udaipur Literacy Declaration,
para 18. January 1982

The best contribution that a developing country
can make to international 'c'o-operation in literacy

is to set clearly its own goals, and purposes
and make the Most determined' effort to reach these goals,

Manzoor Ahmed,
Selninar Paper
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Foreword,

Since 1980 we have been able to build upon the experience of three
productive international seminars on literacy. These seminars have
concentrated on the issues arising from massive illiteracy in develoP-

ing countries, although we are conscious.that industrialised countries
may also be. faced with similar problems, albeit on a much smaller lit

scale. The ''seminars sponsored by the International Institute for
Educational Planning, and 'UNESCO (Arus* 1980 and Madras,
082) were concerned mainly with the professional aspects of literacy
work, while -our own seminar' (Udaipur, 1982) looked at broad
issues of policies and programming. All three included some focus on ,

Nt\he place of literacy in over-all development strategies.

Moreoverjhere has been an important shift in perspective about how

to, eradicate illiteracy: neither adult non-formal education, nor the,
exparisiori of schooling are by themselves enough. The goals:of uni-
versa! primary education and of adult literacy outside the school will

both have to be vehemently pursu d if developing societies are to
maximise their human potential. An is perspectiVe accords well-
with the view, put forward in the U SCO Medium- erm. Plan,
1984-89. Scismovvould go further and ssert that there must 1 o be a

vigorous progra e_of adult continuing education to build on the lit-
eracy achieved, th ough UPE on the one hand and through adult liter-
acy programmes on the other.

'The Seminar of which this is the first report was held in Berlin from
16 to 20 October 1983 and was atte ed by 72 people from 31 coun-
tries. This short report is intended fo busy people: people in govern-

. ments and in other 'agencies who ke decisions on policy or on
funding for literacy..A longer vetsio for those who need to explore
in detail will include most of the p is and will be published at a
later date. The Seminar was unique i two respects. Firstly, it brought
together for the first time representatives.of major development agen-
cies, international and inter-governmental bodies and non-govern-
menteorganisations as well as expertS, inainly from developing but
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also from the industrialised countries. Secondly, it was unique in that
\-we not only discussed and exchanged experiences, but. Were focussed
all theitne on possible ways and means for the-promotion and inten-
sification of international co- operation for litAracy.

00-operation for Literacy is the theme and the hope of this report..
We\ orrtmend it to all those engaged in themank tasks of national

telt'\ ernatioaal development.

Anil Oordia.,
rasuf Kassa
Josef Mull

C an of the Seminar
International Council or Adult Education

Qerman Foundation' for International Development

I. lie, in eo.operatio with Seva Mandir and reported in H. S. Bhola (with
Jaser 1V14 r and yiet Dijkstra), The Promise of Literacy, Nomos Verlags-

geMischlift, Baden Back, 1983.
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Why Literacy?

Invtitment _in education is everywhere under scrutiny. The days are
long past, whin asimple and direct connection was assumed between
investment in education and national development.

Global recession, the accompanying need to reconsider development
priorities and the absence of any clear balance between the availa-
bility of education and the availability of paid, jobs: all these have
.combined to question the importance of literacy as a priority devel-
opmenl goal. When thousands of school leavers are unemployed,
why should even more scarce resources be devoted to literacy, either
for school-age children or for illiterate adults? Would it not be better
to sacrifice early universal literacy and other basic services for
the sake of boosting employment in directly productive sectors?

Now these are the kind of questions more frequently, asked by de-
velopment planners and by politicians than by educators.' But if
educators are to re-affirm their commitment to universal literacy by
the year 2000 as we did in Berlin then educators themselves
must also take a hand in answering the hard questions about devel-
opment priorities as well as those about educational priorities. Wo
must be abld to justify our belief that literacy is today not only a basic
human right, but also an essential tool for national development.

Of course, development may sometimes happen without recourse to
literacy. For example, the farmer may be enabled to increase his
production, perhaps with the help of an extension service using Aral
communication, in person or on the radio. But sooner or later, if the
development process continues, 'if the economy becomes more com-
plex and y basic services improve: in other words if 'rural develop-
ment' really begins to happen,, then titre will come a need for liter -'
acy. While it is useliss to offer literacy instead of food, housing,
water supplies or electricity, it may beco uneconomic to Offer them
without it. Literacy may be only art but it is stillan essential
part of the range of basic services which bring direct economic
returns as well as direct social benefits.

9



lAck of puare water and/on miles of walking to fetch it ledves less time
for production and increases the likelihood of illness. Lack of
vaccination, health education and basic curative services leaves work-
ers and peasgnts too weak to be fully productive ... Illiter.acy reduces
workers' -flexibility and productivity even in 'simple' occupations such
as' Kasant farming, construction or handicraft ...2

i
In determining the place of literacy as a development priority to
question of timing is all.important. For lheindividual, unless he is
motivated to learn, it is futile to offer a literacy prOgramme. It is the
same with nations. For them, the skill will/be to seize the magic
moment' to determine when now is the time td embark on an effective
national programme. If political will is the essential starting point for

\ literacy as our Seminar certainly believed good judgm nt about
timing may be the tsysential ingredient for success:

Liven that for many countries the time is clearly now, w tat emphasis
should be placed or different aspects of work towards rteracyl There
hai. been much debate in recent years about the relative impbrtance
of bniversdl Primary Education (UPE) on the one hand and of mass
adult \gclucation on the other; but this seems to us a false antithesis.
We ttierefore welcome the dual strategy recently (1982)'aslopted by
UNES60: the extension and improvement of primary education and''
renewedliteracy efforts for out of, school youth and aclults. Wittout.
&lass adult education, UPE alone would take 30 or more years to
achieve universal literacy even if instantly establisher-Without UPE,
the effect Oi\ an adult literacy programme could only be temporary.

However, im ortant though this dual strategy may be it. is not by
itself enough. or we sec literacy as far more than the acquisition of
simple reading, and numeracy skills: Young people and newly
literate adults must be able to use these basic skills for purposes which"
have clear meanings both for them and for the wider society. Access
to newspapers, text books, stories and other reading matter is one
necessary aspect of a, literate environment. But -so, too, is a broad

Ange of nOn-formal adult, education programmes both general and
wvol'ational. And it is here, of course, that literacy ceases to be the

2. It. Green, Paper on 'Literacy, Depression and the
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exclusive Iprescrve of the educator. Personnel in health, agriculture
and other sec-tors 'Must all- be brought iti if literacy is to make its
maximum impact; Co-operating for literacy makes as much sense
within cou ries as it,does at the international level.' We rectum to
adult corm irng education in the section on 'Beyond Literacy' below.

Our defini ion of 'literacy' is therefore a wide one. We see it 'as having`
three inter-related componerp-:--(IS literacy for adults and out of
school youth, (II) 1/PE and (Ill) adult continuing education. And all
three, must be seen and planned as part of the overall .process cf
national development. To answer the question, wqiliteracy? is as,we
see it intimately bound up with the question, what far?

All thisis not to lose sight of the broadly humanistic, idealistic rea,
sons for literacy, If .there are dose on one billion adult illitcratCs in
the world as there are then there are also one billion living
reasons for literacy. Or, as an Indian participant put it: I don't want
to live in a society where literacy is the culture of only one part." And
again, for the individual, Uteracy gives a kind f faith, an ability to
ask questions." We are therefore thinking of the role of literacy in a
development which is not simply a notion in the mind of an econo-

_;mist, but a means by which millions : of individuals can transfori'u
both themselves and their societies.

Itis sometimes asserted that enthusiasts for literacy ignore or under -
value the importance of oral cultures. Oral cultures have their own
validity and they must not be devalued. It would be an unforgivable
arrogance which equated illiteracy with igforance or literacy with
wisdom. What we do assert is that the ability to read and write is
increasingly indispensable for living in all societies. liven where illit
cracy rates are still high, there is plenty of evidence to show that II-
litertes do fed marginalised whenever they come close to the literate
world'. And in countries with a long tradition of literacy on the one
hand combined with high rates of illiteracy on the other, there is a
clear connection between mass illiteracy and masti poverty.

. Defined its one Mons:mil million,
3. See, e.g. Vusuf Kass= Illiterate No Afore, Timr.mili Publishing !louse. 1979.

4
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I

The illiterates are at a clear disadvantage when th trcw Participate
in either the 4iorld of work or.heworld where ecisions are made.
They are.incrcasingly dependent,on others and enied access to.writ-
ten cultures or to further education: above all, they are not able to
mike a full contribution to the life and work of any nation.

There is a dynamic interplay between literacy and divelopment at all
levels of society. Literacy cannot be separated from the development
process. If ail the countries of the world arc to move forward from
stagnation, recession and despair they will need to generate a new
'climate of urgency' for literacy.

12



Literacy in Context

We have so far been concerned with the general development context
of literacy. but not the particular Political, social or economircircuin-
stances wheretaction actually takes place. There arc general issues,
like the correlativn between illiteracy and poverty; or the fact thin
more women than men are illiterate; and these we must continue to
emphasise. But we must also recognise that in literacy, as with other

"aspects of development strategy the initiative must rest in the first
place with national governments.

Unss national governments themselves are prepared to give high
priority to literacy, then illiteracy as a world problem will writinUe to

grow. No amount of international recognition of the pl-oblem (e.g. in
UNESe20). or of international co-operatiotl. or of support from
international or national aid and development agencies, will make

any fundamental difference unless national governmepts themselves
take the essential political decisions. There is very general agreement
that the starting points for literacy are (I) clear political resolve to give

it priority, and (II) full integration with each particular country's
political and economic planning. Unless these starting points continue

to be emphasised there will be disagreement and c9nflict rather than
purposeful co-operation. An essential corollary is that all countries -
and the international agencies - should seek to work within a frame-
work or national sovereignty and decision taking. In taking these

decisions all must have due regard for the co-existence in each country

of both general and particular conditiohs. And the major general
"determinant is inevitably the present state of the world economy.

The seminar was reminded just how difficult is the present state of

affairs. From a period of optimism and growth between 1945 and the

late 1960s, the world has moved to a point where there have been
increasing strains and repeated shocks which the economic system

could not manage. In real volume terms both 'world trade and woyld

output per person have been static or declining for the first tints s cc

the !VON.

ti
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Bothgbally an' nationally the fioor havr.been most ,severely id-
fected Ify the continuing economic,driSis. This is.not to say, they whre
doing particularly well during the period of optimism and ,growth.

-Even then there were growlrfg inequalities between rich and poor
. , .

\countries'with,- in'many cases, growing ipequalitieNithin countries...
And t11 number- of :poor and illiterate people incrdi;sed in absolute .

terms even Mien the world conomy was boorning. Recession now
increases bOth poverty eind illiteracy Mike, while at the same time it '-

reduces the-capacity of all countries to take effective action. More
thin ever, it it 4anatter ofIchbOsing the clan priorities;.and'inbre than
ever it isliecessary to encourage international co-operation if we are
to maximise the, effective use of very limited resources.,

1 .

Even in the rich countries there has been decline in the quality and
accessibility of basic services, but it is the poor countries who in
general have suffered most Within all\countries it is the poor.
especially the illiterate poor . who havebeen most hardly hit when .0
there .has been general economic decline.

Now we have already pointed out in the first section' of the Report
that the pragmatic case for literacy rests on its interaction witfi gen
eral development goals. The question of whether basic services should
be sacrificed and;inequalities inc eased in order to raise productivity
is answered with a resounding, n 7 not merely because it would be
unjust but because it would be inefficient. Moreover, if these develop-
mentgoals are part of a determined effort-to alleviate poverty, then
literacy as part of ,basic services and the meeting Of basic human

4 needs is itself a major contributor. The history of literacy efforts,
is the history of varying and contending ideas about how literacy can
and should serve the goal of meeting the basic needs.'14

Further, especially in rural areas, access to basic services is an in-
centive to stay and. produce as opposed to drifting into urban un-
employment. lk Africa above all, access to education, health ser-
vices, water, fuel and Viowledge of how to raise agricultural output

4+'

4. Manzoor Ahmed. Paper on 'Co-operation' Among Developing Countries in
Literacy issues and Prospects'.

14
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valid income -. all of these'come very high on what peasant producers

themselves see as their priority needs.

In all this we are in no way asserting that a 'basic human, needs'',

approach to, deVelopMent is by itself enough. We are aare .of the
powerful arguMents now being put at the international level in favour

of a new international economic order. At this level many developing
countries ire united in their determination to see a re-structuring of

the world ecotiomy which reduces injustice and inequality. We do not

dissent from these arguments. Nevertheless, at the national and local
levels, meeting basic human needs is of continuing importance in the

face of human indignity, and human pogerty, If we are to give high
priority to reducing poverty and inequalities then we must also give
high priority to literacy. The seminar was united in its view that some
re-emphasis of these general purposes is now urgently necessary. If we

poie the question: literacy for whom?" the answer continues to be,

for those who, have least.

-
Nc40 among this enormous group of the disadvantaged, the posit n

of women is everywhere seen as of increasing importance. Eight per
cent of the world's illiterates are women; this is simply one of any

statistics wt'iich highlights the existence of multiplt depriva on and

massive gender inequalities. Women everywhere are beco ng more

15



and more conscious and more and more vocal about these inequali-
ties:4n the seminar they were able to givp both voice and substance
tO their case, and there way very general agreement,thatwomen every- 4
where should be the particultir, priority group within the general fame .

of those Vvho haVP' the least. .

4 It was for this group above all that the question ofd 'literacy fr
what?' focussed most clearly on the raising of consciousness. It was . --
agreed far this group that literacy in a general developmental sense
is not enough. In the paper.by Jennifer Riria (Kenya) the seminar was
asked to consider whether literacy has helped women to a clearer'
understanding of the following questions:

Does literacy help women to realise that they have had to with-
stand discrimination?
Does it help women to realise that, the division of labour often
amounts to economic exploitation of female labour even when this
is disguised as home life?
Does ii make them aware of the: prejudices and obstacles which
block women's access to education? .

Does it make them aware of the inhibitions which hinder( them
,from taring leadership roles in many aspects of daily life?5

Of course, there is unlikely to be total agreement that these particular
question's, or the way they art expressed, are absolutely right for
every society, culture and nation. We are back here to the balance
which must exist in every country's policy betwee4adherence to gen-
eral principles (a move towards equality and greater participation by
all) and the particular concerns of individual countries: there can be
no universal blue print. Nevertheless there was very general agree-
ment on the following:

(I) Literacy for women has to transform their way of seeing the
world: few who are illiterate can build personal freedom and a
sense of independence. In the Seminar there was a recognition
of the dangers of confrontation of frightening women and of
alienating, men.. Ways must be found of finding justice and

5. Paper on 'The Perspective of

16
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equity for both men and women in an overall development eon-
text/ '

(II) Literacy for .women can be counter- productive if the content
simply reinforces traktional roles (e.g.. home economics. for
women; functional] employment programmes for men) At a time
when women themseNeS are seeking to take on new roles, (e.g.
of community leadership) :1'

(III) In many countries it is often helpful 'to begin with wotClen's
or anisations, a fact which has been recognised in the Arab'
wtrld since 1972.

(IV) Both men and women must realise that.literacy and social ad-
vancement will bring about a change of power relationships
between men and women. It will be a *atter of individual coun-
try judgment as to how much of this kind of change should there
be encouraged.

Just as differences of view about literacy fOr women are closely
related to differences in local political or cultural milieux, the same
is true for other areas of major debate: To have a mass campaign or
not? When is the smaller scale selective-intensive approach most
appropriate? What languages to use? What is the best methodology
and in what circumstances? What areas of work are suitable for
international co-operation? ----
Perhaps the question of literacy for empowermal emerges most
sharply as requiring different definitions, in different c texts not-
simply for women (although that is part of it) but for a hpogr and
less privileged social groups. Questions of power; justice and equality
are inevitably closely tied to particular political systems and ideol-
ogies: If we genuinely want to co-operate for literacy we have to
recognise that revolutionary (e.g. Nicaragua), non- revolutionar' (e.g.
Barbados or. Thailand) and highly pluralist (e.g. India) political sys-
tems and societies may each in their own way be making valiant
efforts to promote their kind of literacy.
Statements like: development should bring not only prosperity but
also a more just social order" and, if knowledge is inadequate or
horizons limited by illiteracy, then people will be exploited by those'

17
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who are literate" conirtnled ,general support In the Seminttr, I3tlt ,

there were also more divergent views, On the one hand.was the asserr
Lion that liferacy is the exprdssion ot.the problem of power. If wr..
do not 'make an approach in this 6cr6pective we arc not 'going tO
approach the prOblems." On t4e other. hand Was the view ,,that;

4 literacy should not be about 4latoestlitableilistribt!tion of power:
it can have a simple economic justification." Both views exptesS.,,
different political realities: One conclusion must be that, as another'
participant put it, if 'Political power is the goal then the arena for
action is political."

What we rare here describing is the difference be wden revolutionary
(and post-revoltitionary) countries compared wi h the non-revolu-
tionary. Each in their different ways may make effective efforts to
combat illiteracy. However, if we look for widespread international
co-operation, literacy work cannot be too thinly associated with any
particul7r political system.

The seeming contradictions between different kinds, of approaches
may simply be a question of different political settings. The mass
campaign, where all sections of the populatiqesire mobilised for a
short, sharp, effective effort has worked very well in certain revolu-
tionary situations: Cuba and Nicaragua are the obvious examples.'
However, with tbese_countries,there were other special circumstan-
ces. There was already at least a 50% literacy rate;, students and
others could be sent into the countryside as a result of political com-
mitment and popular enthusiasm, there-was one dominant language.
The results were impressive. In the case. of Nicaragua the 1979-80
'crusade' was said to have reduced illiteracy in five months from 50%
to 12.9%.

However, not all revolutionary countries have followed this straight-
forward path. In China a mass campaign in the 1950s was followed
by more selectivetintensive approaches* designed to raise productivity

* a concentration of efforts among groups who ee likely to have an innate'
motivation for literacy and further learning and are placed in relatively :favour-
able situations for using and further improvilg the literacy and riume'iliCy skills
in their everyday life. Such groups may be urban and peri-urban Outii, peasants

18
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and the 'level of spiritual civilisation', The illiteracy rate is now down

to 25%.

Other countries With national programmeek often on a mass scale

;helve had similar success. Tanzania in. the 1970s i an Stample
w4re, national conunitment atilt purpose in the,,pursult, of literacy
made it possible to reduce illiteracy from 67°/o in 1967 to 27% in
1977, Progress'still continues. More recently (1980) kenya embarked ,

on a sustained national, programme as havegrzeral qber countries.
In all cases it is clear that timing has been of great ImArtance. When
to seize a 'magic moment' may well be tli4 key decision.

It seals clear to us that approaches to adult literacy cannot be con.:
sidered as mutually exclusive. However, the Seminar. also agreed that
the time is now ripe In many countries'for sustained national pro-
grammes, if possible on a mass'kale. If we are to make a major \
impact on the promotion of: universalliteracy- by the end Of this

century, nothing less should be considered.
1

and -farm workers belonging to co-operatives or similar projects, women belong-
ing to self-help gr,oups or associated with other community'development projects,
illiterate workers of factories and other economic entrepriAes and so on. The idea
is to work with people who are placed in a relatively, dynamic situation from a
development point of view and to use the literacy programme to support the
possibilities of change that are already there. The expectation would be that it
would become an ever widening circle and more and more people would find
themselves in a dynamic environment and become interested in literacy."
Manzoor Ahmed, op.cit.
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.#0
. Beyond jLiteracy: The.,N4d

'for Continuing Education ,,*;,,

kis-a-weakness-of some literacy:programmes-46f they do,,not go__.

beyond basic reading, writing and numeracy skilyr and this has led
to increasing, demands for 'effective. tfollOw7up",;,,Or better 'reading
materials' or .'Post-literacy" Howevey', many of these
demands, by: the very tertiiinology' used, Leveckaineed for more. In
(ernal Co-operation in the struggle for lifiracY.S. Ors literacy does not
exist in a vacuum, People become qierato 1:0ther at School or in
adult education because they want to dosoething; and this Some-
tning has a content which is bound to. other basic services
besides education. !,k
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' yy 11'We are talking about here is the whole range of CtrUCUtiVe tier=

.:'0. i such as health and family planning, agricultural,gxtension, post-
'.",'/Oriinary skill training (e.g. in craft skills for self .etriployment), corn-

7,/,)inunify deiielopment OW women's groopi with .educational goals,

'r
!. Such services have their roots in attempts to answer specific develop-
"; !hitt needs', like better' hygiene, better husbandry or the generation, of!,

self-employinent, In the last decade, and in an attempt to bring them'
closer together, they have often been called 'non-formeeducations,
In this Report the term 'continuing education' is used in the same

. sense. : .

.

Now, if we ME 'literacy'

as we have already defined it (to include
UPE, adult, literacy and adult continuing education) and if 'con-

''tinuing education' embraces all the services noted in the previous
paragraph, then the first essential element is co- operation between all
these basic services themselves. For this two complementpry 'shifts in
attitudes are necessary: (I) adult educators and ottier literacy workers
must accept.that they cannot ,know about all the many topics which
motivate .the learners and (II) all types of extension 'worker must
accept a responsibility to brcoMe skilled communicators and teachers.

There are implications here both for the organisation of basic services
and for. training. The organisation of basic services cannot be, left
entirely to different lectors Of government; there has to be strong co-
ordinating machiner if the 'continuing education' element is .to
receive sufficient attention. Similarly, the training of extension work-
ers must include a significant adult continuing education component.
And literacy workers themselves have to realise that a move beyond
literacy has to involve many other sectors and agencies.

Any emphasis given to 'literacy' Tuss inevitably have regard to these
issues. For behind this emphAs is the assumption' that during these
programmes learners do acquire basic educational skills, and that
these skills are jndispensable for 'the personal development of the
individual, and Pier the role that an individual can play as a member
of the family and in the society, In other words, through basic edu-
cation people should secure access to much wider opportunities for
learning; be better able to take care of themselves and their families;
as workers they should be more productivennd as citizen's they should

A
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be able to play a dischetrinating and ,constructive role in the environs

stint, in society, and in pOlills!al life,

NlOrvocer, large enrolments In pr% imary education, high .drop-out
rates, limited pssibilities fur transfer to secondary schools and the

existence in some areas of low edtleatIOIldifilandartIS all re-inforce the

call for more remedial and more cOntinuing'education,'Non-formal
educative services of all kindowere never more needed than now.

Thtui we have to note that the clientele of continuing education con-
sists not Only of persons who have completed adtilt literacy courses,
but also youth who have dropped out after acquiring literacy in
primary schools.as well as those who have completed primary educa

lion but cannot continue to secondary schooling, It is this perspective
wliltIkiniikes continuing education criticarfor harnessing in full the
investments made in basic education. ,

Related problems.which:require emphasis here are (1) the large num-
ber of new literates (whether from school or adult education) who
relapse into illiteracy and (H) the lack of motivation for continued
learning unless the literates find their new skills are both necessary
and useful, A literate environment tInd continuing education oppor-
tunities are both prerequisites for sustained success the creation

and development of fully literate societies,

It is the whole environment not simply policy for literacywhich deter-
mines motivation for learning. In the first place, the individual should

feel that he needs to continue learning.'Women whose spouses arc far

away need to improve their literacy in order to cope alone or even to
correspond with their spouses. Persons participating in skill training
which requires a certain level of literacy feel impelled to attain that

level, .

Closely related to ddividual needs is the opportunity to continue
learning. Now, for opportunity to be really accessible, mere avail-

ability may not be enough positive steps to secure participation are

necessary. For example, a village library which contains books and
periodicals of interest and is opened at the time when readers can be
expected to have leisure, often remains unused by most of the wit-
la erS because there is no habit of using it. On the other hand, if the

Lz,
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library worker visits tomes of the prosnlve readers and draws their
attentionto something interesting and IS,willing to help it' the new
litCiate l'aherti, the library service is much more likely to succeed,

Need as well as,:ppportunity can be naturally enhanced if there is the
stimulus of social and economic development, This is the third and

' > perhaps ttiernosi important learning and littracicannor grow
in a 'stagnant situation, 'linkage of learning and development
gives vitality, a dynamic potentiality; to both,"

. One of the mosrsysternatic attempts to provide.a sound structure for
adult continuing education Is that of Taniania. The Seminar had the
benefit of a lengthy Cale study of this programme and it is only pos
sible to present it brief outline in this short Report, The case study
elaborates 'four sets of objectives for continuing education. These
tire:

Remedial courses to make good the deficiencies existing in primary
schools and in adult literacy: an alternative system of cduca-

lionl advancement."
continuing use of literacy skills in an increasingly literate environ-
ment. Rural libraries, newspapers, radio protrammes and cinema
are. here the chosen media.

,Application of literacy skills in function'al programmes related to
employment, understanding national policies and improving lin-
gilistic ability in the national language (Swahili) and the second
official language (Englith).
Community development through programmes which promote:
leadership:. democratic and co-operative knowledge; Tanzanian
history and culture; political education; international understand-
ing.

Literacy workers in Tanzania have the advantage of a well articulated
political philosophy which includes firm Prcsidentiii support for
adult education: to live is to learn and to learn is to try to;yc
better."7 Within this ideological framework, how are the objectives

Anil Bordia, Paper on 'Co-operating for Positeracy'.
7. Julius K. Nyerere, New Year Speech of 1970,
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Offered slaws put into operation The main Oct inopotkent$
are 'rural lieWtipaliCt$, rural lihrarieti, tort espondence courses (wItich
have focussed on teciClpf training for UP F), liolk Develonnirt
Colleges, instructional radio and an titattisig flAr of tottlOOks aad
other reading material; MOO are nut seen as beparate 01;tiViliCa t

essentially co plementary to each other.

Rural tie papers were initiated as part of the LINFRILIONI)11
work-ori rued adult li racy pilot project. SubsequentlYerfolts have
been made by the misery of National NtiViititill to ace that rural
newspapers arc est 14110 here. To date there arc *0'0 tonal
rural 11CwtOPCrt whi c 10100 Mitt distfii:ttiliaVe already
14111010d regional and district newsp pets through , writer** work'
4tiopt"
Rural libraries are an important supplement to the rural newspaperi
and also give opportunities both for the further development of
Ititiguage skills and for more systematic follow-up reading. The aim
is to provide a library for each of the 8,00 villages in Tanzania.
Currently there. are more than 3,000 libraries with approximately 400
tides in each. The majority of libraries are situated in primary
schools, a fact which emphasises another aspect of the country's/
,education policy: the determination that each primary school
become au'educational resource for the whole oommunity.

01 course there are problems. The organisation of a rural library
service and its maintenance is a much more formidable undertaking

4 than instruction in basic literacy and numeracy through a niass.carny1!
paign. In the long run it may also be more expensive..Indeed, just as
post-primary schooling is always much more, expensive per capita
than more elementary work, this is also true of adult continuing
education. Once again therefore we have to emphasise the need for
internal co-operation 'from all 'sectors of society. Success in continu-
ing'education would, as one Seminar member observed, provoke an
avalanche of work", while' another observed that education beyond
literacy cannot be a linear process." The whole of non-formal educa-
tion must be seen as a part of continuing education.

S. Z. 1. Mpogolo, ['Apo on 'Past-Literacy and Continuing Education'.
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What all this activity means is that the South itself has already ac-
quired and utilised most of the understanding, knowledge and skills

necessary to promote successful literacy work. There is certainly still,
a place for North-South co-operation, but the South-South dimension'
must now be given increasing emphasis.
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. Even here it is certainly,rnot a question of transferring successful

models from one country to, another; as.wehave seep, national policy

set in particular contexts giveS far too much diversity for that. More-
:, :over, it is piobably in, the more technical aspects of literacy pro-

grammes where "there is the most scope to apply the lessons of inter-
national experience rather than in respect of philosophy; objectives
and organisation.

Cominon methodological questions for which appropriate solutions
thave to -be found chi any serious literacy progranimes include tech-
pique's of teaching the mechanics of the literacy skills, choice of a lan-

guage in multilingual situations, recruitment and ttaining of person-
nel and the production of instructional* materials. The cumulative
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body of knowledge in all of these areas should be the starting point
for decision-making.

The SOuth's-expertise is usually based.on good field experience. This
expertise may be available next.door in.the neighbouring country, in
the form of personal expertise or interesting innovative approaches.
Closer contacts among adult educators in third world countries will
enable them to assist 5ench- other more effectfvely training efforts
through the exchange of personnel d materials as well as by invitirig
participants from neighbouringi especially from smaller countries
(who cannot afford major train ng institutions) to take part in on-
going activittes.

UNESCO Regional Offices and/or Regional ASsobiations such as the
Asian South-Pacific Bureau of Adult Education, together with the
other regional bodies mentioned above, s '11 Id assume the task of alh
clearing-house on training; this would coiled information on: ex-
perienced trainers in the region, planned or ongoing training activities
and the training materials available.

It is in the recruitment and training of perso;e?. ins.`the produC-
dim of readinimaterials where there is probab yet osescope for

. a transfer of techniques and ideas betweeri one country and another.
The most important common issues are re-orientating priMary teach-,,
ers to deal with adult learners, preparing volunteer instructors for
their roles and training appr n to people who will perform the
management, planning and valuation functions. In these areas the
work of DSE in multi-na ional training fp:, instructors, and the
related work of IIEP an UNESCO and of UNICEF provided a
focus for debate in the Seminar.

The DSE model of co-operation involves assistance to literacy work-
ers by organising bokh international seminars and nationaLtraining
workshops; in this case in eastern and southern Africa. Working in
partnership with national and international institutions, there has
been a subitantial input to the development of training materials.

Participants in these activities have themselves identified the areas
where there is a continuing need for co-operation in training. These
are as follows:. -
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organisation and planning, especraVy of large scale programmes;

curriculum development where basic literacy is linked to a func-

tional content in agriculture, health, nutrition and other produc-

tive work;
production of reading materials, including newspapers, pamphlets

and books designed to foster a literate environment;

production of distarke teaching materials, especially for in-service

teache training;
innovative communication methods like rural radio; and

evaluation and monitoring of existing literacy programmes.

It is suggested that the priority group for this type of training should
be middle level workers like administrators, trainers of trainers and

programme specialists involved in day-to-day planning, organisation,

materials prodtction and so on. In general 'middle level' personnel

will exert a nyultiplier effect as well as being practitioners. In tglkiyay

international! co- operation in training will reach to every 1e a

programme."

Lack of information about training opportunities ,/as wi good

practice of all kinds -,- is a barrier to the further, developm nt of
Inational programmes.' The establishment of region clearin0ouses

and direct contacts among experts." and institutions would facilitate

considerably the flow of information, strengthen co -opera ion, and

contribute to the economic use of scarce res,ot_trc--Much )useful in-

formation which does exist remains knownto7v-difev. people.
Though the writing of reports is a habitin'all biteaiitracia, these
reports rather frequently disappear in files. In its Draft Medium Term

Plan 1984-1985 (22 C 5), UNESCO invites organisations, institutions,

foundations,
etc. to co-operate in training, especially in the field of

literacy. To this end we need more efficient dissemination of ex-

perience.

While international _organisations or foundations may have, with

good reasons, their own training policies and plans, assistance to

11. Josef Muller. Paper on 'Co-operation and Training'.
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third world countries in organising their own training activities on a
regional or national .basiS,, becomes more and more Important, This
means the institution of genuine co-operative training programmes
with and through local professionals themstIves. Specialists who ere
sent to' help should be persons who are grounded in knowledge Auld
experienced in a special area. Moreover they should be willing to fill
gaps in local efforts. Such gap filling cad be extremely helpful, and
can Make better use of available personal and material resources than
ambitious 'own' programmes run from a European or North Ameri-
can capital or university campus.

A More specialist approach to training has been adopted by IIEP with
its concern for improving local level administration in national pro-
grammes..Mtraining ,network of local participants in five countries
of north-east and east Africa has been established. Through, sub-
regional workshops and participation in national training programmes
there is continuing development of training methodologies in this cru-
cial aspect of planning fdr literacy. A further sub-regional workshop
in 1984 will help:

finalise a basic document on training methodologies;
establish systems of !peal level training;
disseminate results to other regforis and sub-regions;
stimulate research in the support of training.

Research was also considered in relation to training as a whole. This
is essential for all countries, but it must be linked very closely to prac-

"tice. Above all it must give literacy workers at eveiy'level the con -
fidence to act. Probably the best way of aihieving this is if they,
together with the learners, participate in the creation of knowledge.
Participatory and action research are likely to be important parts of
any 'research 'programme. 'The Participatory Research network estab-
lished by ICAE is a significant international resource in this area of
work. A
An example of North-South and South-South co-operation in adult
education research conies from a UK government sponsored project
into degree level training for adult educators. Here a research team
from five countries (Ghana, Kenya, Sierra Leone, Tanzania and
is jointly evaluating training courses in all five countries.
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Training and research are Just the areas where regional co-operation

could be-most useful, And yet regional organisations often have no

funds for things like sending the local trained expert to a neighbour-

ing country. International agencies are often criticised for being in-

sensitive to local needs. Indeed, any co-operative work has to be

based on individual couniry requirements. A regional organisation,

with close contacts with its 'constituents' has more chance of being
sufficiently sensitive than a more remote body. 9n this, and Da, the.
more general issues, Malcolm Adiseshiah writes:

The more general form of co-operation which will assist all the devel-

oping countries, particularly the 59 countries who, according to
UNESCO, have more than SO per cent of their population as illiter-

ates, is the progratnme of documentatiqn;' exchanges of information,
ideas and techniques which the international organisations ... can and

should provide, I have taken the existence of 50 per cent of the popu-

lation of a equntry being illiterate as the cut off iloint,whert assistance

and co-operation are urgently needed. Because eMpirical studies show .

that when a country reaches for its population 93 per centof literacy, ,

it has crossed the threshold for attaining literacy of its entire popula-

tion very largely on its own momentum
The three international organisations which have the responsibility to
provide the intellectual inf astructure in this programme of co-opera-

tion for literacy, namely, d cumentafibn, seminars and symposia, and

publications, are UNESCO, IIEP and ICAE and its regional groups

Asian and South Pacifi Bureau of Adult Education, African
Adult Education Association, aribbean Association of Adult Edu-
cation and Latin American As °elation of Adult Education

The reasons for placing the m or and original responsibility on the
three organisations are many-si ed. First there is the intellectual fac-

tor. Primarily and obviously th e three agencies are the competent

agencies in the field of education d adult education. In the case of

UNESCO, apart from its constitute nal educational mandate, its ei-

pertise in the area of adult literacy is back to the second session of
its general conference in 1947 in Mexico when it decided to launch the'
Pilot literacy project in Marbial, Haiti, and has over three decades

developed an impressive programme of documentation, a network of

training centres, work-oriented literacy projects, conferences and

seminars and publications including a journal and newsletter ...
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1CAfi as the specialised adult education organisation and its four
regional associations have not only run the only two international
professional conferences in adult education, organised seminars and
training programmes in Asia, Africa and Latin America, it has also
entered the field of helping to develop the overall strategy for adult
literacy for the countries concerned. ICAI3 has set up an international
literacy committee which has proposed a global programme of literacy
for all by 2000 AD, and which has been endorsed by the Council.
Thus the intellectual infrastructure for literacy co-operation belongs to
these three agencies and others, who wish to, can help them with funds

and personnel ...
... these organisations' membership being universal, they arc the only
means of bringing together the industrialiied countries with their
resources, educational experience and expertise and the developing
countries who face problems of illiteracy in varying &grecs, on a
footing of equality and understanding ...
The intellectual infrastructure support that the three international
organisations and ICAE's regional organisations can give to countries
must take account, of their differing achievements with Latin
America having crossed the literacy threshold, Asia facing massive
quantitative problems, rind Africa a heavy percentage of illiterates.
The documentation needs of these three groups° of countries are dif-
ferent, as are thejr,plannihg needs, training modes, and the evaluation
of their ongoing. frograMme. The international organisations can
assure a judicious mix of these various activities for the three groups
o? countries ...
The industrialised countries'',governments and foundations can thus
play an important role in thii\programme of co-operation in literacy
by funding the literacy programmes proposed to be run by IMP and
ICAE
What is needed is (a) a long-term (10-20 years) financial commitment
by the industrialised countries including the socialist countrie's, so that
the agencies responsible for literacy in the developing countries can
plan their intellectual infrastructural activities on a rational and con-
tinuing basis and consciously aim at attaining their goal of literacy for
all their citizens by 2000 AD; ...

(b) all the industrialised countries and not only a
few, notably Canada, Federal Republic of Germany and Sweden



should participate, in this funding of the two international organisa-
dons IMP and ICAE and the regional bodies in their literacy support
programmes, This would also be the most effective way of sensitising
the people of the imlogriallsed countries to the need and imperative
of co-operation for literacy,I2

12. Malcolm S. Adiseshiaih, op.cit.
.
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The Meaning of Co-pperotIon

Throughout this Report , there have emerged a number of themes
related to co-operation:. the primacy of national will and purpOse;
internal co-operation betwern different basic services; the need for
SouthSouth as well as North-South. co-ope ,ation, and the recogni-
tion of common interests in literacy which e end beyond Ideological
or political differences.

The latter point is certainly worth emphasising again. The Seminar
placed much weight on an increasingly important role for regional
organisations as clearing houses for information, as resource
centres, as organisers of training, as facilitators for the exchange of
personnel and as catalysts in creating acclimate of urgency for litera-
cy. Natio?al will and national purposes are bound to vary enormous-

-. Iy. What must not be forgotten is a common d ermlnation to succeed
In the struggle for literacy.as part of the strugg e for development and
change. At the heart of this struggle lies a belief, in improving the
quality of life for all mankind.

In its discussions on co- operhtion thttreminar accepted the followMg
principles: ... 4/

international efforts should supplement national efforts

a commitment to literacy Must be made without impog external
conditions

'assistance' should be on the basis of equal partnership.

As one discussiongroup expressed it:

Assistance should not be a disabling mechanism, but should lead
to local person- power, expertise and self-reliance."

Now of course this last comment recognises that assistance can be a
disabling mechanism; and it is vitally important to face up to this
danger. As a participant from Zimbabwe forcefully expressed it,
disablement happens if the partnership is one of 'horse and rider`;
this would be a 'mischievous partnership' and one which would tend
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to 41010 14Mil initiative and commitment as well as notional sover.o.

A similar comment cams front Botswana. There the adult literacy
programme is supPor404-454our external agencies, each with differ=

ant reporting systems and reflecting different policy priorities deter-
mined within four different aoVernments. The progression front
'deVelopment assistance' in the 1960s to 'development co-operatill
through 'dialogue' is in practice very difficult. It was necessitry tolfsk
the questiotr--has the recession 'led us to revert to 'assistance'?"
Related to'lhese views from' the South was is Canadian plea for tol-
erance. Development agencies also,had to create a 'climate Or,,Urgell
0,4 within their own countries. Unemployment and inflation In the
industrialised world made it much more difficult to convince their
own populations of the importance. of this kind of co-operation.
Development education at home is an essential component df external
co-operation. Moreover, even when the primacy of national will and
purpose was accepted, there was often a shortage of 'good ready-
made projects' with which the external agencies could. co-operate.

In this delicate area of international relations and international under-
standing, five problem areas were identified: project identification
and formulation, co-operation amongst NGOs, the selection and use

of consultants, evaluation and monitoring; conflicting reporting
systems.

In project identification and formulation, there continued to be a
tendency to impose external principles, objectives and conditions.
While projects must arise as a result of cod perative effort, the.
ultimate decision on aims and strategy should rest with the initiating
country. Literacy is a thread which has to be wound on many cores."

And these development cores in the economy or in basic services

- lie at the heart of each country's independent political programme.
These programmes should not be distorted by:external influence ow.
policy formation. Nevertheless, unlesi developing countries them-
selves are clear about priorities and programmes, the ideal of 'dia-
logue' put forward is unlikely to be realised.
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The question of coordinating the work of NOON was raked b a

number of rakers, In the caribkan, for example, there are six
N(.10s.concerned in 40ae way with adult education, And it is a fairly
recent phenomenon that agencies without a ce uirrat. remit for adult
education have now moved into this field; cii, w6M0-11sti organisa-
tions, trade unions and the media, Additionally, an active l'4400 may
bypass government co-ordinating machinery, both in dealing with
local operational units and when tailing to inttrnational development
ailCIRitebt' 4. ,

. .

Such entrepreneurship may bring rapid short-term benefits, but it can
also create problems. Programmes may compete wastefully; there
may be little integration with overall development planning; even
'success' may be accompanied by an inability to duplicate or expand
the programme on a wider scale. Aid in this situation may be dis-
abling simply because it inhibits the creation of strong indigenous
institutions through the isolation of small technical assistance pro-
grammes however well conceived in.thrmselves. It was suggested that
NGOs and their external contacts must be sensitive to these
implications.,

The scletion and use of consultants gave rise' to smith comment. In
'particular. participants were concerned about the following issues

The demand by foreign agenciv that consultants must be of a
certain national origin.
Selection of consultants withOlt prior consultation with the 're-
ceiving' country,

, Terms of contract which regard the consultant as an employee of
0 the external agency alone.

Procedures 'which prohibit or inhibit the sharing of the consul-
tant's report with programme staff.
Resistance by third world as well as industrialised countries
to the use of consultants from developing countries.

The Seminar agreed that such practices should be reconsidered. Con-
sultants (4 the casg of bilateral arrangements) should be regarded as
being employed jointly by both parties and this should also apply to
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term* of reteretwe and to selection."( regional organisation* were

further attritSiliCtl, this would facilitate the recruitment and use of

consultants froiteiglibourina and other developing countries, :'anal,

ly, the consultant'* report Should be fully filmed ant discussed with

both policy and programme staff, preferably prior to formal
submission, It was wird that this ptactiCe is already being adopted

by ft,N, agencies,

Monitoring and evaluation are perhaps the most sensitive areas of ally

Any development agency must certainly be satisfied that its money is

well went in lei rill of agreed priorities: and it will therefore Reed to

OttlOthei gather information on weaknesses and LitrcristNaial

!mike judgment* about the elkoivolos or its involvement. At the

saw time this process *tumid certainly not involve direct projeci

supervision or control

The reporting requirements of different agencies were referred to on

a nuberof occasions. Reporting and monitoring there must be; and

in the interests of all. Hut there was a need to try to overcome present
confusion and waste of effort. Could there not be it simplified and

unified reporting system agreed for all development agencies, whether

national or international? It was suggested that such a system is

already in existence for UN /UNI)P agencies and is used by others in,

receipt of UN grants. The possibility of its adaptation and use by

others should be explored.,

Cooperation at any level requires mutual respect and mutual under-

standing. Largely because of adverse economic trends there is now a

crisis in co-operation for development and a lock of congruence in

policy objectives. And although this was a Seminar about literacy, if
that priority inset in the more general context as we have tried to

da then the conclusions about co-operation have much more,

general validity and application.

When there is a shrinkage of resources for aid, it is often the basic

social services which are the first to suffer. We have already expressed

our belief that this may well be a mistaken appronch, even when
strictly economic or finanfial criteria are applied. The 'magic mo-
ment' for development is oftenthc same as that for literacy. Literacy
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does not Cease ilesclOPittffil but it 41004 enable the 104ilter tO 14W 4
more thliS0 role,

When resources are *COM, we Masi 4140 think of new way in which
they can be mobilised, Aid for development can be supplemented in
ways which tap new resources and new enthutiauni. An example was
given to they Seminar Of the Norwegian Secondary School Pupils As-
10eititiOn which raised around ItiO,000 dollars for a literacy campaign
In Zambia. The money was raised, not as a charity action, but by
offering pupil labour to the conwtnity, Thoutands of pupils were
given a day Off *0001 on COrt -6041 they d some useful joh and
remitted their day's earnings in- project, ilesides the financial
contribution, such projects help to educate the world's literate socie-
ties about those who arc 00t,
,,

Within the developing world it is store than ever urgent to pay espe-
cial attention to the most ((agile economies and societies. These are
mostly those classified as IDCs, but also includes some other coun-
tries Merging from internal upheaval. It is here that the foreign
exchange Constraints are most severely felt and where some of.the
direct costs = e.g. fuel, paper, ink may need to be externally
financed. It may well be that even the most willing and able govern
merits will not be able to initiate any new developments unit's.* a
major part of both the domestic and foreign exchange costs are met.

The Seminar was unusual in a number of respects:

Senior personnel from the third world were able to meet together
to exchange information and ideas.

The third world met in free discussion with a number of devel-
opment/donor agencies the first meeting on literacy ever con-
vened of this kind.
There was new emphasis on SouthSouth and other regional
efforts, especially in research, training and the exchange of ideas.

There was renewed commitment to the urgency of literacy.

It is this last point with which we must conclude and which we must
continue to emphasise, Without that commitment, without a renewed
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Appvnd4;

Plink litafins Oggismittitiotto find Counts*

A. International, Intet-BOVVrtittiritI41 4114
lkilon,Ottvettuttentdi ASVIlt;i0

A(ricuil Adult UtiUSlit)41. M*01414/0

Arch 40i 404 Adult Udth74114)11 Of 140441 iiklt

CVlillo K0110441 4o Uduokiati 4# Mu ion
11414 Mks- kr4 1-41184

Intt~n4d4 1 Inttitutc Of ah 010441
111441041.1i 0t14) 1,al1k4/1 Ottkr
UNESCO
kiNFSCO I Oil OUIV ft), Niidlioll
UNteUt
I Mcin40041 kcadina Anociation

B, IkvcloptactItAl anti Adult CO00160041 AgettOts
front OECD Countrin

CAtoilian Internattonal DotclinuncotAirtlq
Canadian ()ionisation for Doelopmcnt throush rdtication
GettnAttY

Ministry for Ii4onottlic Ca-optt Al Z)
Carlota* Adult EdUC4 I itItt A tWAXittliOtt (DV V)

Carttltal Alto O0 (Of TOCtittiC41 CO-41%04600 ((ri )
State Ministry fcjr tdocattons Heflin (West)

Ministtre dot Relation) lixttricatca. SetVitt dc COOrtr A600

et de txveluppernent. France
The Iltitith Council
Norwegian Agency (or international Development
Swedish International Doclopment Authority ..
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C. Third World Countries

Africa
Botswana
Ethiopia.
Guinea Bissau
Kenya
Malawi
Mozambique
Nigeria
Tanzania

mbia
imbabwe
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Asia
People's Republic of China
India
Pakistan
Syria
Thailand

Latin America
Mexico
Nicaragua,
Peru

West. Indies
Barbados


